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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018099567A1] The invention provides a cleaning device for cleaning a surface (18) in a forward direction (104), comprising a device
body (24) having an underside (28) which faces the surface (18) to be cleaned during a cleaning procedure; at least one cleaning tool (44) which is
disposed on the device body (24) and, at least in one partial area, projects beyond the underside (28) of the device body (24); and a dirty fluid guide
element (92) which is allocated to the at least one cleaning tool (44) and, with respect to the forward direction (104), is disposed behind the at least
one cleaning tool (44) on the device body (24), wherein the guide element (92) is movably disposed on the device body (24) and/or is designed to
be movable and comprises at least one first position (122) in which, when in contact with the surface (18) to be cleaned, a gap (120) between the
underside (28) of the device body (24) and the surface (18) to be cleaned can be covered, and at least one second position (128) in which the guide
element (92) opens a gap (130) to the surface (18) to be cleaned, wherein a directing device (114) is disposed on the guide element (92) and is
to be supported on the surface (18) to be cleaned and, upon movement on the surface (18) to be cleaned in the forward direction (104), brings the
guide element (92) into the at least one first position (122) and holds said guide element in the at least one first position (122) and, upon movement
in a reverse direction (106) counter to the forward direction (104), brings the guide element (92) into the at least one second position (128) and holds
said guide element in the at least one second position (128).
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